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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ORDER IDEALS AND
PERFECT SUBSPACES IN THE ORDERED NORMED SPACE

OF nXn HERMITION MATRICES

BYUNG Soo MOON

1. Preliminaries

In an ordered locally convex space, subspaces can be classified by
various order properties. These order properties along with their inter
relations are studied in detail in another paper by the author [1].

In this paper, we specifically consider the ordered normed space
consisting of all the n X n Hermitian matrices, and give characterizations
of order ideals and perfect subspaces. By these characterizations we
get a concrete insight of what an order ideal or a perfect subspace
should be and how they can be constructed.

We will denote E to be the real normed space of n X n Hermitian
matrices, where the norm of a matrix is taken to be the maximum of
the absolute values of its eigenvalues. If K is the set of matrices A
in E whose eigenvalues are all nonnegative, i. e, XTAX;::::O for all
n-vector X, then K is a generating cone in E. we take K to be the
positive cone of E.

An elenent PE V nK, where V is the closed unit ball of E, is
called an extreme point of vn K if whenever P=AQ+ (I-A) R for
some Q, RE vn K, 0<A.<1, we must have P=Q=R. It is easy to
verify that if P is an extreme point, then o5:,Q 5:,P implies Q=A.P for
some 05:, A. 5:, 1.

We denote ek to be the unit vector whose all entries are zero except
the kth one of value 1. We will denote EkZ for ekeZT+eZekT and EkZ for
iekezT -iezekT•

A subspace J is called a perfect subspace or a nearly directed subspace
[2J if for any 05:,aEJ, £>0, there exists bEJ such that 0, a5:,b+£.
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where e in this Case is c times the identity matrix. We will be using
the fact that a subspace J is a perfect subspace of E if and only if
r is an order ideal in E' [3J.

2. A Characterization of extreme points

LEMMA 2.1. Let U be a unitary matrix, i. e. UTU=l. Then A:::::O
implies UTAU:::::O.

Proof. Let X be an arbitrary n-vector. Then XT(UTAU)X= (UX)T
A(UX):::::O since A:::::O.

LEMMA 2. 2. Let U be a unitary matrix and let P:;::: O. Then P is an
extreme point of vn K if and only if UTpU is an extreme point of
vnK.

Proof. Assll.ID,e P is an extreme point ofVn K. By Lemma (2.1),
UTPUE vn K. Suppose UTPU=AQ+(l-A)R for some Q, RE VnK
and for O<A<l. Then P=AUQUT+ (I-A) URUT with UQUT,
URUTE vn K. Hence P= UQUT= URur which in turn implies
UTPU=Q=R. A similar proof for the if part is omitted.

LEMMA 2.3. Let D:::::O be a· diagonal·matrix.The.n D is an. extreme
point of vn K if and anly if D=e"e"T for some l:S:k:S:n.

Proof. First, we consider the if part. In view of Lemma (2.2),
we may assume D=elelT without loss of generality. If D=AP+ (I-A)
Q for some P, QEVnK and O<A<1. then elDel=AelPel+(l-).)
elTQel. Hence O=APll+(l-A)qll V /=1=1. Since Pll:::::O, qu?O, we
must have PU=qll=O Vl""1. Now, ifk=l=l and if k and 1 are different
from 1, then from

(ek+el)TP(e,,+el) =Pkl+Pt,,=PkI+ ]>,.1::::: 0
(e,,-el)TP(e,,-el) = -Pkl-Plk= - (Pkl+hI) :::::0,

we must have Re (P"I) ~O. Similarly, by applying ie,,+iel we obtain
Im (p"D =0. Thus, we have

Plk=P"I=O I, k?:-1 l=l=k.

On the other hand, from O:S:).P:S:D, we have

O:S:..:l(el+ael)TP(el+ael) :S: (el+ael)TelelT(el+ael) VI =1= 1

Hence, ). (Pu+aPll+aPll) :S:1 V aE R. Thus Re (Pll) =0. Similarly by
applying el+iael, we obtain lm (PII) =0. Therefore, we conclude
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P=Pllele?

Next, we consider the only if part of the proof. Let D= (dk ) with
dl'f::. 0 for some I. Then clearly we have 05:, dzezezT5:, D.

Since D is an extreme point, dzeze?=J..D for some 05:,J..5:,1. Now,
D=aeze? for some a20 implies dk=O V- k=l=l and hence d[=J..=1.

THEOREM 2.4. Let PE vn K. Then P is an extreme point of vn K
if and only if P= UTekekTV for some unitary matrix V and for some
15:,k5:,n.

Proof. If part follows from Lemma (2.3) and Lemma (2.2). For
the only if part, recall that every Hermitian matrix is diagonalizable
and hence P= UTDU for some unitary matrix U and diagonal matrix
D. Now by Lemma (2.2), D is an extreme point. Hence the proof
follows from Lemma (2. 3) .

CoROLLARY 2.5. Let PE vn K. Then P is an extreme point if and
only if P=XXT for some n-vector X with norm 1.

PrOOf. Only if part follows directly from Theorem (2. 4) by setting
X = UTek. For the if part, note that xxr is a matrix whose characte
ristic equation is of the form (J..-1)J..n-l, and eigenvectors are X
and (n -1) mutually orthogonal vectors each of which is orthogonal to
X. If we form a matrix V from these eigenvectors, X= Vel. Hence
P= Vel (Uel)T= UelelTUT. Now, the proof follows from Theorem
(2.4).

COROLLARY 2.6. Let PE vn K. Then P is an extreme point of vn
K if and only if the characteristic equation of P has a single root of
1 and the other (n -1) roots are all zeros.

3. A characterization of order ideals

Lemma 3.1. Let J be a positively generated order ideal of E. Then
there exists QEJn K such that J is generated by Q, i. e, J is the smallest
order ideal containing Q.

Proof. Let d= {Jp/Jp is the order ideal generated by PEJnK}.
Then d is partially ordered by set inclusion. Since E is a finite
dimensional vector space, evey totally ordered subset of d is finite
and has a supremum. Thus, by Zom's Lemma, there is a maximal
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element Jo. Let Po be the generator of Jo' then clearly Jo~ J.
Suppose Jo*J, then there exists PEJn K with P$.Jo' But then the

order ideal generated by Po+P contains Jo' which is a contradiction
to the maximality of Jo•

LEMMA 3.2. Let Im be the diagonal matrix whose first m diagonal
elements are 1 and others are 0, and let J be the order ideal generated
by Im. Then J-Em.

Proof. Since Em is a positively generated order ideal containing Im,
it is clear that J~Em. To show the converse, let AEEm. We can
write A= [jTDU for a diagonal DEEm' and a unitary matrix U of
the form

U-(Um 0\
o In-m}

where Um is unitary in Em and In-m is the identity matrix of order
n-m.

Let D+ be the diagonal matrix whose entries are the same as the
corresponding entries in D if they are positive and zero otherwise.
Then

And similarly we have

0, -D5(-D)+=D-51IAllIm.

Therefore, -IIAIIIm5D5I1AIlIm which implies

-I\AIlIm5 [jTDU5I1A!lIm, and hence AEJ.

LEMMA 3.3. Let PEK and let J be the order ideal generated by P.
Then there exists a unitary matrix U and m 5n such that J= [iTEm U.

Proof. Let P= UTDU where D is diagonal and U is a unitary
matrix. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the diagonal
elements dk of D satisfies dk=O V k>m and dk"f:.O Vk5m.

By (3.2), the order ideal generated by D is Em since U m5D for
;(=min{dk IK=1,2...m} ~O. Therefore, the order ideal generated by
P=[jTDU is UTEmU

THEOREM 3. 4. Let J be a positively generated subspa(e. Then J is an
order ideal if and only if there exists a unitary matrix U and m5n
such that J= UTEmU.
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Proof. If part of the Theorem is clear. For the only if part, use
Lemma (3. 1) to pick a generator P of J. Then the theorem follows
from Lemma (3.3).

LEMMA 3.5. Let H mo= {AEElaij=O V i,jsm, au=O V i~m+l},

and let L be a subspace of H mo. If J=Em+L, then Em=JnK-JnK,
where Em is the subspace of all m X m Hermitian matrices considered as
an imbedded subspace of E.

Proof. If is clear that Em~JnK -In K. Hence, it is left to show
In K~Em. Take an arbitrary element A of In K, then A=B+C for
some BEEm and CEL. If k~m+l,

(ek+ lelVA (ek+Ael) =au+Alall+Aakl+la/k
=bu + Albll+ Abkl + lbkl+cu+ Alcll+ ACkl+ lCkl
=Albll+Ackl+lckl~O V complex number A.

Now, by choosing suitable value for A, we get Ckl=O V k~m+1.
Hence C=O, which implies A=BEEm.

CORROLLARY 3. 6. If Hmo and L are as in Lemma (3. 5), and if
J=Em+L, then J is an order ideal.

Proof. J is an order ideal if and only if In K -In K is an order
ideal. But the latter is the same subspace as Em by Lemma (3.5),
and Em is a positively generated order ideal in E. Therefore J is an
order ideal.

LEMMA 3.7. If J is an order ideal such that In K -In K=Em for
some m<n, then J=Em+L where L is a subspace of H mo defined in
Lemma (3.5).

Proof. First, we prove the case when m=n-l. Enough to prove
that for an arbitrary element AEJ, ann=O. Assume that ann =P 0.
Without loss of generality, We may assume that ann>O, lainl sI,
i = 1, 2 n. Let
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where), is chosen such that ),> 16n • Then it is clear that BEJ and
ann

B$.Em•

We now prove that B~O, i. e, BEK which would contradict the
hypothesis In K-Jn K=Em•

Let X be an arbitrary n-vector such that t IXkI2=1.
k=l

Then

XTBX=<~ Ix;1 2+(%f x;a;n)xn+(~ a;nX;)xn

(1) when Ixnl ~jl-( :;; r
"Since 1; IX; 12 = 1, we have

i=1

\x;! $ VI-lxnI2 ::;;jl-l+( :;; r= :;;, i=1,2, ......n-l,

Thus,
,,-1

~ Ix; 1$ a4n and

2Gt: Ix;1 )Ixnl $~Ixnl $al1l1 lxnl 2 from

I 1>/1-( 1 )2>-lX n - 4n- - 2 .

Therefore,

XTBX~ann\xnI2+A.(1-lxnI2)-2(%:: Ix;!) Ix". I~O

(2) When Ixnl $/1-( ~: r
From

and hence
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and hence,

Now, Since

for all 1=1, 2 ,

We have

2(%:: Ix;l) Ixnl ~4(jf: Ix;12) Ixnl

=4V1-!xn I2 . Ixnl

~ 16n (1-lxnI2)lxnl~A(1-lxnt2)
ann

Therefore,

XTBX =A~ I x; 1 2 +~: (x;a;n)xn+ (%fa;nX;)xn+ann I In 1
2

~ A(1- IXn12
) -2(%[ IX; I) IXnI+ann IXn 1

2

~A(1-1xnI2) -2(~: Ix;l) Ixnl ~O.

Next, we consider the case when m<n-l. Note that Jm+1=JnEm+l
is an order ideal in En since both J and E m+1 are order ideals in E.
Hence for any element AEJ, am+l.m+l=O. Now, by mathematical in
duction ak,k=O V- k::?:m+l.

THEOREM 3.8. Let J be an order ideal in E. Then there exists a
unitary matrix U such that J= UT(Em+L) U for some m~n, where L
is a subspace of H mo.

Proof. Let J 1=JnK-JnK. Then J r is a positively generated
order ideal. Hence by Theorem (3.4), there exists a unitary matrix
U such that

J r= UTEmU for some m~n

Now, E m= UJrUT. If J 2= UJUT then J2 is an order ideal since so is
J. Furthermore, J 2 nK -J2 nK=Em and hence by Lemma (3. 7), J 2

is of the form Em+L where L is a subspace of H mo.

COROLLARY 3. 9. Let J be a subspace of E. Then J is an order ideal
if and only if there exists a unitary matrix U such that J = UT (Em +L)
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U for some m:::;'n and a subspace L of H mo•

4. A characterization of perfect subspaces

PROPOSITION -4.1. Let f be a real linear functional on E.-Then there

exists GEE such that f(A) = ~Tr(GA+AG) VAEE

Proof. Let Ekl=ekeZT+eZekT
Ek,z=iekezT -iezekT

1 ( AI'"ik'Z=2 f Ek,z), ik,z=2 f(Ek,z)

and define G to be an nXn matrix whose (k, l)-element is ik,z+ilk,Z.
Then it is easy to check that G is Hermitian. Now, if we let Ak,l=
ak,z+i,zk,Z with ak,l and 1hz real then

(

n 1 A

f(A) f L: -2 auEu+ L: ak,zEkZ + L: ak,zEk,z)
k=1 k>/ k>/

= ±auf u+2 -L: ak,likl+2 L: akzlkl
k=1 k>/ k>/

= L: akrikl+ L: akl'Jkl, where au=O
k,/ k,/

and

= ±(ikZalk- Jklalk) +ii (ikzaZk+JklaZk)
/=1 /=1

(AG) u= i; (akz+iakZ) (fZk+iJZk)
/=1

= ±(akdlk-akzlzk) +i t (akzllk+akdlk)
/=1 /=1

= ±(ikZaZk - J klaZk) - i i; (Jkzazk+fklaZk)
/=1 /=1

Hence (GA)u+(AG)kk=2 t (ikZazk-JklaZk)
/=1

1 n n

2 Tr (GA+AG) = ~~ (ikzazk-JkzaZk)

= L: (JkzakZ+ JkZakZ) f(A)
k,/

LEMMA 4.2. (a) Tr(AEaP+EapA) =4aaP
(b) Tr(AEap+EapA) =4aaP' where Aap=aap+iaap

Proof. A routine proof of this is omitted.
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LEMMA 4.3. Let H m= {AEE IAij=O V i, j::;;m}. Then Hm=Emo

Proof. To prove Hmc;;;.Emo, let FEHm be an arbitrary element, then
F;j=O Vi,j::;;m. Now, let AEEm then Aj;=Aij=O Vi:2m+l.
Hence Fkj Ajk=O Vj,k since if k:2m+l then Ajk=O V j=l, 2...n and
if k::;;m then Fkj=O for j::;;m and Ajk=O for j:2m+l. Thus,

and similarly,
D

(AF) kk= l; A k ·F 'k=O
j=! J J

Therefore,

Tr(AF+FA) =0.

To prove the converse, i. e. Em°c;;;.Hm, let FEEmo. It is desired to
show F;j=O Vi, j::;;m. But if i, j;5;,m then E;jEEm and E;jEEm. Also,
Tr(FE;j+E;jF) =4f;j and Tr(FE;j+EijF)4!;j, by Lemma (4.2).
But these must be zeros since FEEmo.

LEMMA 4.4. Let L be a subs pace of E and let U be a unitary
matrix. Then (UTLU)o= UTLoU

Proof. Let FE(UTLU)o then Tr(FUTAU+UTAUF)=O, V AE
L. Hence Tr(UT(UFUTA) U+ UT(AUF{jT) U) =Tr(UFUTA+AU
FUT) =0. Therefore, UFUTEY and so FE UTLoU.

Conversely, let FE UTyU then UFUTELo. Hence by a similar
computation as above, FE (UTLU)o.

LEMMA 4.5. Let L be a perfect subspace of E and U be a unitary
matrix. Then UTL U is a perfect subspace.

The trivial proof of this is omitted.

LEMMA 4.6. Given c>O, there exists il.>O such that

t IXkl ::;;il. i IXk12+c for all (x}, X2, ...Xm) ECm with i IXkl::;;l.
k=1 k=1 k=l

m2 c m
Proof. Choose il'>-2-' Then for IXkl <-, k=l, 2, ...111, L; IXk I

c m k=l

m m

<c. Hence L; IXkl<c+il. L; IXkI2. If IXII :2_c_ for some l, then
k=l k=l m
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m m2 (e)2 m
A. t::1 IXkI22A.·lxl!22€2· -;;;- =12 f11xkl

LEMMA 4.7. Let Hm= {AEEIA;j=OVi,j:S:m}, m<n and L be a
subspace of H m such that EnEL Vk>m. Then L is a perfect subspace.

Proof. Let AEL and let M= max {Iaijlli2m+1, j=l, 2, ...n}.

Choose N such that N>M(m+n) (n-2m)2 and define a diagonal
e

n

matrix B such that B=N L: En. We claim that A, O:S:B+e.
k=m+1

"To prove the claim, take an arbitrary vector X with L: Ix; I= 1.
i=1

Then
n n

XTAX=L: x; L: a;oxo=L: a; ox;xo,
. ;=1 1=1··J J i.i J J

and hence

IXTAXI:S: L: laij Ilx;llxj1=t i:. la;j Ilx;llxjl +t t laijllx;llxj I
i,i ;=1 j=l i=m+l j=l

m " n

:S:M L: L: Ix;llx,; I+M L: L: Ix;llxjl
;=1 j::;:;m+l i=m+l i=1

:S:M't t Ixjl+Mt t Ix;I:S:M(m+n)t Ixkl
;=1 j=m+1 ;=m+1 j=1 k=m+1

Now, by Lemma (4.6),

m ()2 n
L: IXkl:S: n~m L: I xkl2+e

k=m+l e k=m+1

Therefore, IXTAXI :S:M(n+m).
( )2 n n
n-~ L: IXk12+e <N L: IXk 12+e

e k=m+1· k=m+1

=XTBX+e

THEOREM 4.8. Let L be a subspace of E. Then L is a perfect
subspace if and only if there exists m~n such that L= UTL1U for some
unitary U and a subspace L 1 of Hm with Eu EL1Vk2m

Proof. If L is not a proper subspace, there is nothing to prove.
Hence, we assume L is a proper subspace. If part of the. theorem
follows from Lemma (4.6) and (4.7). To prove the only if part,
note that since Lo is an order ideal Lo= UT (Em +L 2) U for some unitary

matrix U and a subspace L 2 of H mo by Theorem (3.8). Thus,
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and hence
(Em+L2)o= (ULOUT)o= ULooDT= ULUT

by Lemma (4. 4) , and by the fact that L is a finite dimensional
subspace which is always closed. From this, we obtain

L= UT(Em+L2)oU

Now, let L 1= (Em+L 2) 0. Then clearly, L 1 is a subspace of H m since
80 is Emo. It is left to show EuEL1 V-k>m. But, by Lemma (4.2),
Tr (EkkA +AEu ) =4Au and if AEEm+L2 with L 2 f;Hmo then au=O
V-k:2::m+ 1. Thus, EkEL1.
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